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THE INDUSTIAL LADDER

MWE now offers an interesting addition to the interior
ladder production line with the new industrial style 
ladder.
While continuing to strive for engineering perfection, 
the industrial ladder allows the same extensive custo-
mization so the design never has to sacrifice style for 
functionality.

A sophisticated libary ladder - stylish 
yet functional

The new industrial-style library ladder boasts a cer-
tain raw charm. The design of the new ladder system 
takes its cue from the steel hardware SB.0001, which 
maintains the same product quality of MWE reflected 
in the details.

In order to ensure that the roller is quiet and stable, 
the guide rails on the new ladder – as with all other 
MWE ladder systems – are made of solid stainless 
steel. The height of the ladder and the length of the 
guide rails may be ordered to specific lengths. Each 
and every ladder is individually planned and sketched 
by the MWE technical department. Once the technical 
drawings have been approved, it is then made by the 
in-house ladder department.

The lower roller, with patented brake technology, ensu-
res that the ladder doesn’t move an inch when in use, 
giving the user peace of mind. Depending on customer 
requirements, the rungs can be made from a different 
wood or even fitted with matching perforated metal.

Overview:

+ Extra wide steps

+ Stability for heavy weight

+ Easy to move

+ Extra big roller head

+ Safe stand

+ Roller foot

Technical details: 
You will find find further information 
all the technical details for this pro-
duct www.mwe-tuersysteme.de 
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Industrial Ladder AKZENT

+ Extra wide steps

+ Stability for heavy weight

+ Easy to move

+ Extra big roller head

+ Safe stand

The ladder head & functionality

The rungs and steps

Ladder base

Stainless steel 
step

Wooden step

Accessories

Safety rails
At 3,000 mm and higher, safety rails are 
installed automatically.

Industrial Ladder AKZENT QUATTRO

+ Extra wide steps

+ Stability for heavy weight

+ Easy to move

+ Extra big roller head

The ladder head & functionality

The rungs and steps

Ladder base

Stainless steel 
step

Wooden step

Accessories

Safety rails
At 3,000 mm and higher, safety rails are 
installed automatically.

+ Safe stand

+ Roller foot
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Ladder head Akzent

Ladder head Akzent Quattro


